
Chromatophores-Models for Studying
Cytomatrix Translocations

Teleost chromatophores have proven valuable in the study of
the cytomatrix and its involvement in intracellular transport.
These cells, which move their pigment rapidly, can be isolated
from the scales of fish and maintained in culture for several
days. Their transport activity can be followed with the light
microscope and recorded by cinematography . Individual pig-
ment granules can be seen moving radially toward the cell
center in aggregation, then back toward the cortices during
dispersion . These two motions are different . In aggregation,
the granules move smoothly and rapidly (5-10 Am/s), re-
minding one of the behavior of chromosomes during ana-
phase . In dispersion, which takes twice as long as aggregation,
the granules move haltingly, first out (orthograde) and then
back (retrograde) . This saltatory motion continues throughout
dispersion but ceases suddenly at the onset of the next aggre-
gation .
The direction of pigment motion is easily controlled by the

addition of epinephrine to the medium to stimulate aggrega-
tion or of caffeine (a phosphodiesterase inhibitor) to stimulate
dispersion . This relative ease in temporally separating two
types of movement distinct in direction, rate, and character
enhances the value of chromatophores for experimental stud-
ies on the mechanisms of intracellular transport .

All ofthe fish chromatophores we have studied are capable
of rapid pigment transport and possess a similar internal
organization (5, 18, 32) . A highly structural centrosome com-
plex consisting of a centriole pair and surrounding stratified
layers of dense material occupies the cell center (31, 42) .
Thousands of microtubules nucleate from this structure and
extend outward, organizing the pigment into linear columns .
There are few, if any, intermediate filaments in chromato-

phores (none in erythrophores) and only small amounts of
filamentous actin, which is subcortical in distribution (3, 43) .
A smooth endoplasmic reticulum (SER)'-like membrane net-
work encompasses the centrosome and extends outward along
microtubule bundles to the plasma membrane (25, 38) .
The cell constituents described above are clearly demon-
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strated by conventional thin sectioning ; however, the structure
of the surrounding cytoplasm is poorly defined and has been
described only as wispy flocculent material . Whole-mount
high-voltage electron microscope examinations of cultured
chromatophores have shown this material to be a three-
dimensional latticework of fine filaments or trabeculae (2-6
nm in diameter) that suspend the pigment (9, 24, 39) . These
filaments undergo a conformational change during pigment
movement. With the pigment dispersed, the filaments are thin
and delicate in appearance, as if extended . Upon aggregation,
the trabeculae become shorter and beaded, as if contracted,
and appear to clump the pigment together during aggregation .

These observations support the work of Green (18), who
closely watched the effects of pigment transport on other cell
components, such as the mitochondria, nucleus, and plasma
membrane. She stated that "the granule-moving system is
expressed by the spatial distribution of granules and is the
function ofa dynamic equilibrium between concentrative and
dispersive forces" and concluded that a continuum "con-
tracts" during aggregation and "expands" during dispersion
and seems to be centered at or around the cell centrioles (18) .

Ifthe pigment indeed is suspended or encased in a lattice-
work, one would predict that each granule occupies a fixed
position within it . Using high-resolution bright-field optics
and a video camera, we were able to follow and record the
movements of dense, more prominent, granules within cul-
tured erythrophores (38) . Each granule aggregated from and
redispersed to its original starting point with remarkable ac-
curacy . In fact, even after several hours ofrepeated pulsations,
the identifiable granules maintained their fixed positions . We
interpreted this to mean that each granule occupies a fixed
position within a unit structure, the cytoplast (38, 39) . Al-
though the cytoplast undergoes dramatic reversals in form
during aggregation and dispersion, its structural integrity is
maintained, inasmuch as any solation or disintegration would
disrupt the positioning of pigment . We now realize that the
uniform distribution of pigment in dispersion is essential for
a complete change in the color of the fish and therefore for
its protection against predators . It follows that to achieve this
the pigment must be structurally contained and not free to
diffuse randomly .
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We were hopeful that close morphological studies of the
cytoplast during pigment movement could lend insight into
the force-generating mechanism . The relatively slow-working
chemical fixation of glutaraldehyde may distort a highly dy-
namic structure such asthe chromatophore cytoplast . It would
be preferable to rapidly freeze cells and then chemically fix
its structures while frozen . The whole-mount, freeze-substi-
tution technique does this (37) . Aggregating or dispersing
erythrophores are plunged into liquid propane (-185°C) . Over
a 48-h period, the cell water is substituted with an osmium
tetroxide-methoxyethanol mixture at -90°C . The mixture
fixes cell components while extractingthe carotenoid-contain-
ing pigment granules. The remaining structure clearly depicts
the distribution ofmatrix during dispersion and aggregation .
In dispersed cells, the cytoplast extends radially outward from
the centrosphere and appears evenly distributed throughout
the cell (Fig . 1 c) . Cells quick-frozen during aggregation have
an altered cytoplast . The pigment-bearing matrix becomes
withdrawn from the cortex and forms a compacted ring
encircling the cell center (Fig. 1 d). This matrix ring in com-
pletely aggregated cells is fully compacted, as if reaching its
maximum state ofcontraction . High-magnification images of
the contracting matrix reveal structural changes not seen
before . As in conventionally fixed cells, the trabeculae have
shortened and thickened, becoming beaded. In addition, the
beaded trabeculae become grouped into thousands of small
clusters, as if contracting to shared focal attachment sites (39).
These clusters accumulate at the cell center to form the
concentric matrix ring seen in aggregated cells. In addition to
the motile lattice, which moves with the pigment, we observe
a matrix that does not cluster but remains peripheral during
aggregation . We believe this residual lattice is a nonmotile
structural component which, in conjunction with microtu-
bules, maintains cell shape and provides support for mito-
chondria and the SER during pigment movement . No doubt
the pigment-moving matrix is a highly differentiated structure
designed for a specific task, the rapid and uniform transport
of thousands of pigment organelles. The residual matrix,
however, may persist in all cells .
The composition of neither lattice is known. It is unlikely

that actin is a component, because antibodies to actin stain
only a fine cortical meshwork (43). In addition, actomyosin
inhibitors (N-ethylmaleimide-modified heavy meromyosin)
and drugs that induce actin disassembly (cytochalasin B,
DNase I) or assembly (phalloidin) have no effect on pigment
movement or the integrity of the lattice (3) . If actin does
participate structurally or functionally, then it does so by a
mechanism without precedent .

Calcium and Energy

It appears that matrix contraction in chromatophores not
only requires but is controlled by Call (25). Erythrophores
cannot aggregate their pigment when in Cal'-deprived me-
dium . When Cal' is increased to 5 x 10-6 M in the presence
of Cal' ionophore, aggregation upon stimulation proceeds
normally . These observations suggest that cytoplasmic free
Cal' is involved in the mediation of pigment aggregation . It
is not known, however, whether Cal' enters the cytoplasm
from the external environment or from intracellular stores.
The SER-like membrane network described above is a prime
candidate for a Cal' sink because it is distributed throughout

the cytoplasm and therefore could induce a uniform matrix
contraction .
The metabolic energy used for matrix contraction and

elongation is less clearly defined . Studies in which chroma-
tophores were exposed to dinitrophenol and other inhibitors
of oxidative phosphorylation show that when cellular ATP is
depleted, dispersed cells aggregate and cannot be induced to
redisperse (22, 24) . Depletion of cellular ATP induces mitotic
chromosomes to behave in a similar fashion . Exposure of the
diatom Hantzchia to dinitrophenol during prometaphase
causes chromosomes to move to either pole before ceasing
movement . Upon removal of the drug, chromosomes back
away from the poles (35) .
The tendency for chromosomes or pigment to aggregate at

the poles when energy is depleted supports the concept that
work is performed to extend and maintain extension of the
matrix. Without ATP, the matrix returns to its lower energy
state of contraction . Although these metabolic-inhibitor ex-
periments appear straightforward, it is possible that the drugs
produce spurious results by indirectly affecting the motility
mechanisms. For example, depletion of cellular ATP would
also turn off Cal' pumps and cause internal Cal' levels to
become abnormally high, inducing a matrix contraction . Ex-
posure ofmetabolic inhibitors to detergent-permeabilized me-
lanophores produces different results. In contrast to the find-
ings of the studies described above, dispersed melanophores
without cellular ATP will not aggregate until exogenous ATP
is added (12) . One may conclude from this that both pigment
dispersion and aggregation require energy .

Thus, although all experiments performed to date show
that matrix elongation is an energy-dependent event, the
metabolic events needed for contraction are unknown .

Role of Microtubules

Although chromatophores are considered a model for mi-
crotubule-based motility, it is not clear whether microtubules
play a direct or a supplemental role in providing motive force .
Schliwa and Euteneuer (41) and Beckerle and Porter (3) have
performed teststo determine whether chromatophores treated
with microtubule poisons maintain the capacity to transport
pigment . They found that without microtubules the pigment
loses its radial disposition and becomes randomly dispersed .
When these cells are stimulated to aggregate, the pigment
gathers into small clumps . Over a prolonged period, these
clumps partially aggregate to the cell center but cannot be
induced to redisperse. These observations indicate that micro-
tubule depolymerization and repolymerization by themselves
cannot induce or provide the motive force for pigment trans-
port (42). More importantly, the clumping and slow centri-
petal movement of clumps suggest that a synergistic relation-
ship exists between matrix and microtubules. The contractile
matrix provides a motive force that somehow is organized
and directed by the microtubules.
The microtubule-independent transport of pigment is so

lethargic in comparison to normal movement that it is pos-
sible that microtubules do contribute to the movement struc-
turally and mechanochemically as well . It is likely that pro-
teins closely associated with microtubules mediate interac-
tionsbetween microtubules and the contractile matrix . Efforts
to demonstrate the involvement of a dyneinlike molecule
have proven interesting but contradictory . Sodium vanadate
(an inhibitor offlagellar dynein ATPase) has been used as an
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FIGURE 1

	

(a and b) Cultured squirrel fish erythrophores fixed with glutaraldehyde, critical-point dried, and viewed under 1 MeV .
In dispersion (a) the pigment is organized along microtubules into long radial files (arrowheads) . During aggregation (b) the
pigment becomes less linear and clumps together as it moves inward . The mitochondria (M), which are also oriented along
microtubules, remain on the periphery . N, nucleus . (c and d) Cultured erythrophores preserved by freeze-substitution . The
arrangement of matrix in these cells reveals the distribution of pigment before it was extracted by the substitution solution . In
the dispersed cell (c) the lattice extends outward uniformly from the cell center (CC) to the plasma membrane . During aggregation
(d) a portion of the lattice withdraws from the periphery to form a compact ring (CLR) around the cell center . In fully aggregated
cells, this ring becomes more compact, as if fully contracted .
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in vivo probe for a dyneinlike molecule in various cell types.
It has been shown to halt particle movement in cultured
fibroblasts (17) and spindle elongation during mitotic ana-
phase (10) . The injection of vanadate into cultured erythro-
phores inhibits saltatory motion as well as aggregation of
pigment (2). Similar experiments using permeabilized chro-
matophore systems also have shown an inhibition ofpigment
movement by vanadate (13, 46). More recent work, however,
has shown that injected vanadate has no effect on particle
movement in fibroblasts (7) or pigment transport in melan-
ophores (6). Although these reports do not discount earlier
work, they are reminders that experiments with dynein-inhib-
itory drugs should be interpreted with caution .
The high molecular weight microtubule-associated proteins

(HMW-MAPS) may connect matrix to microtubules. It has
been shown that antibodies to HMW-MAP-1 stain the micro-
tubule array and centrosome of cultured erythrophores (34).
Steams (45) has used fluorescent antibodies to MAP-1 and
MAP-2 to monitor their distribution during pigment move-
ment . He reports that during aggregation the MAP-2 com-
ponent comigrates with the pigment, whereas MAP-1 stains
a nonmotile component that remains associated with the
microtubules. This differential distribution of MAPS supports
the concept that there are several structurally distinct lattices
that perform different functions.

Microtubules and Matrix
What structural cues within the cytoplast ensure that the

matrix moves in a uniform direction during aggregation or
dispersion? It is likely that microtubules and their proteins
are involved because we know that pigment movement with-
out microtubules is random in direction . We can infer that
microtubules in some way provide direction to movement .
Microtubules may act either as inert structures that merely
columnize the matrix and its pigment as it contracts and
elongates, or they may control the direction of movement
more actively . It is possible that the intrinsic polarity of
microtubules provides a structural template that actively di-
rects the matrix . This polarity is defined as the difference in
the rate of tubulin exchange on either end of a microtubule .
The rapid exchange end is designated "plus" and the slower
end "minus" (1, 4, 23, 26, 47) . It has been suggested that this
polarity plays a functional role in directing the motive thrust
produced by sliding parallel microtubules in flagella (40) or
antiparallel microtubules in the mitotic overlap (28, 29) .
Earlier models predicted that orthograde and retrograde
movements of particles in axons and chromatophores are
directed by two populations of microtubules with opposite
polarities (33, 44) . The advent of microtubule polarity assays
eliminated this concept by demonstrating that microtubules
in chromatophores (16) and axons (8, 21) possess unipolar
microtubules, the minus end embedded in the centrosome
and the plus end extending toward the cortex. How then
could a unipolar set of microtubules ensure homogeneous
movement for both aggregation and dispersion? There are
two plausible explanations . The first and most obvious is that
only one ofthe two movements utilized microtubule polarity .
Earlier models proposed that during mitotic metaphase the
lattice would interact with polar microtubules to "ratchet" or
"crawl" outward to transport chromosomes to the metaphase
plate . An elasticlike matrix contraction during anaphase
would not need directing and would be indifferent to micro-
tubule polarity (29, 36) . A second alternative is that the

microtubule surface lattice, in tandem with associated pro-
teins, provides a separate directional template for each move-
ment direction . For example, matrix contraction would read
a plus to minus polarity, while elongation would read minus
to plus. To test these concepts, we have developed an in vivo
model system using surgically isolated cytoplasm from cul-
tured melanophores .

Pigment Movement in Isolated
Melanophore Arms

Melanophores are among the largest chromatophores seen
on the fish scale . They are stellate and possess long cyto-
plasmic extensions or arms that may be 100 Am long. Mela-
nosomes are transported along microtubules out into the arms
during dispersion and back into the cell center during aggre-
gation . As early as 1931, Matthews (27) surgically isolated
pigment-filled arms from melanophores in Fundulus scales .
He observed that each arm, when severed, acted autono-
mously and transported pigment readily . He concluded that
pigment movement was not centrosome dependent . We' have
severed arms from cultured angelfish melanophores to test
whether the microtubules within the arms maintain or alter
their original polarity and spatial organization. If some free-
ended microtubules do disassemble and reassemble with a
reverse polarity, would this affect the direction of pigment
transport? Because orthograde and retrograde motion in chro-
matophores are temporally separate and easily controlled, it
would be obvious if pigment direction were altered in any
way .
We found that arms severed from a cell, then immediately

stimulated to aggregate, transport pigment uniformly retro-
grade, forming a pigment clump at their cut ends (Fig. 2, a
and b) . The rate of this movement is equal to that seen in
uncut arms . The number and disposition of microtubules in
these arms seems unchanged (Fig . 2 c) . Arms isolated from
melanophores, then incubated for several hours, alter their
pigment transport. When stimulated to aggregate, these arms
move pigment bidirectionally from their distal and proximal
ends and form a pigment mass at their center . The rate ofthis
aggregation is normal, whereas redispersion proceeds at one-
half the normal rate. The movement within these severed
arms appears less ordered, as ifthe microtubules had lost their
radial organization or had disassembled . Fluorescent tubulin
antibodies and whole-mount high-voltage electron micros-
copy have shown that microtubules within these arms indeed
have an altered distribution . These microtubules no longer
appear to extend from the proximal to distal arms ends as
before (Fig . 2 c) but instead seem to emanate outward from
the central pigment mass (Fig . 2J) as if a new minicell had
formed. Some of the microtubules (-5%) are oriented ran-
domly and may be the reason for the less organized mode of
pigment movement.
We wanted to determine whether the polarity of microtu-

bules within these centrally aggregating arms had changed. If
microtubules in the proximal arm region maintained their
original polarity, one could infer that contraction or elonga-
tion ofthe lattice is indifferent to the polarity of microtubules.
If microtubule polarity did reverse, it would suggest that the

2 McNiven, M . A ., M . Wang, and K. R . Porter. Microtubule polarity
and the direction of pigment transport reverse simultaneously in
surgically severed melanophore arms. Cell. In press .
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FIGURE 2

	

Phase-contrast series showing pigment transport within isolated melanophore arms. (a) An arm filled with pigment is
surgically severed from the main cell (MC) and then immediately stimulated to aggregate . (b) Pigment is transported retrograde
forming a clump at the cut end . (c) A similar arm that has aggregated pigment at the cut is then stained with fluorescent tubulin
antibodies . A normal complement of microtubules extends from the proximally located pigment mass (PM) outward . (d) Two
pigment-filled arms severed from a melanophore . The cell was returned to the incubator for 4 h and then stimulated to aggregate .
(e) Pigment is transported from proximal and distal arm ends to the middle, forming a centrally located pigment mass . (f) A similar
cut arm that has transported pigment to its center is fixed and stained with fluorescent tubulin antibody. Microtubules appear to
extend in all directions outward from the pigment mass (PM) . Bars, 10 Am . (a-c and f) x 2,000 . (d and e) x 1,600 .

direction of pigment lattice translocation is controlled by
microtubules.

Polarity of arm microtubules was determined by a modifi-
cation ofthe Heidemann and McIntosh (20) hook assay . The
addition ofexogenous brain tubulin suspended in 0.5% PIPES
buffer and 2.5% DMSO induces the formation of C-shaped
hooks on the walls of preexisting cytoplasmic microtubules .
Depending on the polarity of the microtubule and the direc-
tion of thin sectioning, the hooks point either clockwise or
counterclockwise . This technique has been used to determine
the polarity of microtubules in a variety of cell types (8, 14-
16, 20, 21) and is believed to be statistically accurate (30) . We
have found that severed arms that transport pigment unidi-
rectionally to their cut ends possess a unipolar population of
microtubules, minus ends toward the cut and plus ends
extending outward (Fig . 3 a). These microtubules are 90-95
uniformly polar, which is slightly less than that seen in intact
arms (95-99%) . Arms that transport pigment bidirectionally
to a new center possess two populations ofmicrotubules with
opposite polarities. Microtubules in the distal arm region
maintain their original polarities, minus ends disappearing
into the central pigment mass and plus ends extending out
distally. Microtubules in the proximal arm region have a
156s
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reversed polarity ; minus ends disappear into the pigment mass
and plus ends extend outward to the cut end (Fig . 3 b) .
Microtubule polarity counts ofseven different arms show that
90% of the microtubules in the proximal arm end reverse
polarity .
These data, in conjunction with the ultrastructural obser-

vations reported above, indicate that over time isolated me-
lanophore arms form minicells . The cytoplast apparently
reorganizes after an arm is severed so that its microtubules
and pigment extend outward from its new center. This center
is not a point equidistant between proximal and distal arm
ends but instead is a region ofgreatest arm mass . For instance,
the two severed arms shown in Fig. 2 d are wide in the distal
region and narrow at the proximal . During aggregation, gran-
ules must travel over 30 Am from the proximal end to the
pigment mass, whereas distal granules need travel only 10
(Fig. 2 d) .

Transport Direction and Microtubule Polarity

The simultaneous changes in microtubule polarity and
direction of pigment transport imply that microtubules confer
direction to movement. With our observations, we have con-
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FIGURE 3

	

Illustration depicting involvement of microtubule polar-
ity in directing pigment motion . In all instances that we have
observed, matrix contraction is directed from the microtubules'
plus ends to their minus ends, while expansion is from minus to
plus . This rule is maintained in whole cells or arms that transport
pigment unidirectionally to their cut ends (a) or bidirectionally to
their centers (b) . Arrowheads and plus signs indicate plus ends and
minus signs indicate minus ends .

structed a model for matrix-microtubule interaction . In all
instances (intact cells or isolated arms that transport pigment
to their cut end or center), contraction ofthe matrix is directed
from microtubules plus ends to minus ends . Matrix expansion
is directed minus ends to plus ends (Fig. 3, a and b) . We have
not observed an exception to this rule .
There still remains the possibility that matrix contraction

is independent of microtubule polarity. For example, when
the matrix is severed from its centrosomal anchor, it would
become free to contract isotropically to its center at the arm
middle. We think this is unlikely, because the changes in
polarity and transport direction are simultaneous . We intend
to try to separate these two events by determining whether
taxol stabilization ofisolated arm microtubules delays or fully
inhibits the change in transport direction . If the change is
prevented until the taxol is removed, we can conclude that
the direction of matrix contraction does not change until the
polarity of the microtubules is reversed .

Formation of a New Center

The unexpected reorganization of microtubules from the
center of cut arms indicates that cytoplasm isolated from the
centrosome maintains its ability to organize microtubules. At
present, we can only speculate on how and why an arm does
this . Most likely there is a peripheral protein that both nu-
cleates and bundles microtubules . This protein may be dis-
tributed throughout the cell, because a single melanophore
arm severed three times will form three autonomous mini-
cells. It is possible that the nucleating components comprising
the pericentriolar satellite material extend throughout the
cytoplasm, where they are usually undetected. Peripheral

McNIVEN

nucleating elements have been found in axons (11), axopodia
(48), and some plants (19) . We presently are looking for a
nucleating material in melanophore arms. It seems unlikely
that it is associated with the membrane or is freely soluble .
That arms and whole cells both organize microtubules from
their centers of mass suggests that the material may be asso-
ciated with the dynamic matrix . Tension exerted on the
matrix by interaction with membrane, or other cytoskeletal
elements, could determine a central focal point, that is, the
point at which tension exerted from all directions is approxi-
mately equal, such as the hub of a spoked wheel . It will be of
interest to determine whether a new centrosomelike structure
is formed at this point and whether its formation depends
upon the pigment-bearing matrix . The reorganization of mi-
crotubules in arms emptied of pigment and associated matrix
before severing would indicate that a structural nonmotile
component is responsible .
We have presented both old and recent evidence for a

dynamic matrix in chromatophores . This matrix requires
energy for expansion, is controlled by Ca", is non-acto-
myosin dependent, and requires microtubules for support and
direction . This pigment-moving matrix is indeed a highly
differentiated organelle and it is unlikely that such a structure
is unparalleled in nature . Although variations may exist, we
believe that the basic unit structure is expressed in all cells
and aids in such basic cellular motility functions as vesicle
transport and separation ofchromosomes .

The authors are pleased to acknowledge grant support from the
American Cancer Society and assistance with the manuscript from
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